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RINGKASAN: Gangguan voltan telah menjadi punca bagi kerosakan atau kegagalan 
beban elektrooik pengguna. 0/eh itu adalah penting untuk memahami punca masalah· 
kualiti.kuasa yang berkaitan dengan voltan dan mencari penyelesaiannya. Kertas 
kerja ini membentangkan pembangunan sistem pakar untuk menganalisa gangguan 
voltan sebagai usaha untuk memahami masalah kualiti kuasa yang terdapat dalam 
sistem agihan. Sistem pakar telah direkabentuk berasaska_n pada konsep terhala 
objek dan dilaksanakan dengan menggunakan shell sistem pakar Kappa-PC. Sistem 
ini menganalisa gangguan voltari dengan menjelaskan simptom gangguan dan a/at 
yang digunakan, mengenalpasti j1Jnis gangguan, menentukan puncanya dan 
menyediakan penyelesaian kepada masalah yang dihadapi. Sistem ini boleh dijadikan 
sebagai barituan yang · berguna untuk rrienganalisa masalah kualiti kuasa yang 
'berkaitan dengan voltan. -' . 

ABSTRACT:· Voltage distu.rbance has 'been the source of failure or· misoperation · 
of end user electronic loads. Therefore it is important to understand the cause of 
voltage related power quality problems and finding its solutions. This paper presents 
the development of an expert system for analysing voltage disturbances as an effort 
to understand power quality problems encountered in distribution system. The 
expert system is designed based on the object-oriented concept,and it is imple_mented 
by using the expert system shell Kappa-PC. _The system analyses a voltage 
disturbance by clarifying the disturbance symptom and the equipment used, identifying 
the type of disturbance, deter;,,ining its causes and providing solutions to the 
problem. The system can be a l!Seful tool for analysing voltage.related power quality 
problem: 
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INTRODUCTION . 

. . . ·' ., .. 
Voltage disturbances that occur in electrical power distribution system may cause power quality 

problem5- like _equipment malfl!nction. T,he matn types of vol!age disturbance.s .i~clud~ transient, 

voltage sag, voltage swell, waveform distortion'. interruption and flicker. These disturbances 

are considered as important power quality related disturbances. Power quality has become 

an important iss~e in recent years due. to the proliferation of both power electronic devices 

and the widespread use of computers (Kazibwe and Sendaula, 1992). Many electronic devices, 

such as computers, process controls and communication equipment are sensitive to power 

disturbances. For example, voltage sags of a few cycles can cause tripping of drives and can 

also result in loss of computer data and computer errors (Kreiss et al., 1995). The same load 

equipment_may also cause harmonic distortion and other power quality problems. Jherefore, 

it has become important for the utilities to determine the causes of voltage problems and find 

solutions to overcome the problem. Customers demand utilities to deliver electricity with good 

quality, that is; without any disturbances. ,: .. , . 

At present, there is a critical shortage in experienced power system engineers who can interpret 

the power quality data, diagnose the problems and recommend practical solutions. In addition 

the power utility has not yet formalised procedures for solving voltage related power quality 

problems, The absence of procedures based on some technical standards makes it difficult to 

select anoptimai course of action froin therange of possible alternatives. Orie solution to 

overcome this problem is by app'iying artificial intelligence .(Al) technique (Kazibwe and 

Sendaula, 1992). Al technology has become available in recent years for use in practical 

situations through expert system shells. The expert system approach is suited to solving the 

power quality problem because the expert system can reason with partial knowledge and it 

facilitates expansion of the knowledge base. The aim of using the expert system framework is 

to accomplish the analysis with a less experienced engineer. 

A few expert system methods applied to solving power quality problems have been published 

in the last few years (Kazibwe and Sendaula, 1992; Kreiss et al., 1995; Shipp et al., 1992; 

Kreiss, 1996). This paper deals with the application of an object-oriented expert system shell, 

which assists irideveloping an expert system for analysing voltage disturbances. The proposed 

expert system has power q~ality knowledge related to voltage disturbances and it is designed 

using object-oriented pri~ciples. The expertise from the' system is in .the form of diagnostics 

and solution related to voltage disturbance problems. 

DESIGN OF AN OBJECT-ORIENTED VOLTAGE DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS SYSTEM 

The proposed expert system for analysing voltage disturbances uses object-oriented modelling 

in which the voltage disturbance object model is composed of a hierarchical structure of objects. 

They comprise classes, subclasses and instances, which are known as objects. A class can 
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be regarded as a template of objects with similar characteristics. Commort characteristics are 
generalised to superclasses and more specific classes are specialised in subclasses thus 
resulting irt a hierarchy of inheritance. 

In this case, the voltage disturbance is considered as a superclass, whereas transients, 
momentary and steady-state disturbances are subclasses. Each subclass of disturbances 
are further grouped into specific objects which inherit the respective subclass characteristic. 
These specific objects are known as instances and examples of instances are voltage sag, 
voltage swell, undervoltage, overvoltage and impulsive transients. The object oriented design 
resulted in more efficient code, less programming and the advantages of modularity and 
reusability of objects (Jun Zhu et al., 1997). The object model of the proposed expert system 
is shown in Figure 1 . 

Momentary 
< Sag 

, · . . Swell 

< Undervoltage 

Disturbance --- Steady-state 

Overvoltage 

'-<-. · ·. lm·p.ulsiv.·e ' Transient 

· · Oscillatory 

Figure 1. Object model of Voltage Disturbance Analysis System 

Objects contain two basic types of information, attributes describing the characteristics or 
state of an object and operations that specify what the object can do or define its behaviour. 
Coordination between objects is achieved by message passirtg. Therefore, each object contains 
data describing the object's characteristics and operation that specify what the object is capable 

_ of doing. In the at:>ove example, the object disturbance contains attributes such as disturbance 
symptoms and types of equipment used. 

The proposed ,e~pert system has been developed by using the Kappa-PC object-oriented 
application development environment (Kappa-PC Online Help Manual), which has its own 
programming language. The Kappa-PC expert system shell has been chosen for this application 
because it has in-house reasoning models and mechanisms and also by using the shell it can 
speed up the expert system development. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE VOLTAGE DISTURBANCE EXPERT SYSTEM 

The conceptual design of the proposed expert system is depicted in Figure 2. The system is 

designed such that the user can get expertise for his voltage disturbance queries. It is also 

designed using guidelines accepted in any expert system development. The user interface 

module takes care of the man-machine interaction and it is designed. in such a way to allow 

the users to query the expert system module and examine the output statements through 

input and output modules. The input module is the query session supplying the relev.ant facts 

and asking the expert system module for the expertise. The output module has been designed 

to pr9duce the expert system's conclusions to user queries in display or printed output· 

The initial input to the expert system will be the voltage disturbance symptoms. Expert system 

responds by displaying the possible disturbance symptoms on the specific type of load 

equipment. Expert systemreasons, using its rules to arrive at the most probable cause of the 

voltage disturbance problem, the characteristic of the disturbance and provide the appropriate 

solution to the problem. Therefore, a voltage disturbance problem can be identified with the 

knowledge of the symptom and the equipment involved. 

Rule Base Reasoning 

An object-oriented approach is.used to develop the rule base in an orderly and easily tractable 

manner. This approach allows greater flexibility in the overall design of the system. Rules are 

a simple means to represent knowledge and are used for reasoning with data in the objects. 

Rules also ensure the correctness of data entered by the user before sending messages to 

the objects for action. If errors are detected, a message is posted on the screen. 

SYMPTOMS, 
EQUIPMENT 

USER 

CAUSE OF DISTURBANCE, 
CHARACTERISTIC, 
SOLUTION 

USER INTERFACE 

, INPUT 
MODULE 

OUTPUT 
MODULE 

EXPERT SYSTEM 

RULE
BASE . 

INFERENCE 
ENGINE 

Figure 2. Design of the Voltage Disturbance Analysis Expert System 
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The expert system uses rules to provide expert advice and detailed explanation of results and 
rule generated messages. Facts are first obtained from the dialog session and these facts are 
related to disturbance symptoms and customer equipment. The rules then pattern match 
these facts to draw upon inference,, which will reveal possible causes of the voltage problems. 
The rule base design allows diagnostics of various voltage disturbance problems. The 
conclusions are accompanied by recommendations. Some examples of rules are: . 

RULE 1: 
If the equipment is Control Equipment and the symptom is Electronic ioad·\::oiltroller failure 
and the disturbance is Oscillatory transient and the cause is Switching of capacitors then the 
solution is using the line reactors or chokes to dampen the oscillatory transient. 

RULE2 : · 
If the equipment is Load Equipment and the symptom is Reduced life· of motor load and the 
disturbance isVoltage Sag and the cause is Starting heavy l<_>ads,theri the.solution is using the 
Uninterruptible Power Supply. 

RULE3: 
If the equipment is Load Equipment arid the symptom is Dimming of light and the disturbance 
is Undervoltage and the cause is Poor power factor theh the solution is using Jhe Voltage 
regulators. 

Inference Engine · · 

The inference engine is a programme, which selects and applies rules in accordance with a 
search strategyto 'arrive at a conclusion. A rule based system reasons by running along rule 
chains in forward and backward manner or a combination of the two (Gallagher, 1989). Forward 
chaining also known as the data driven or bottom-up approach, proceeds by tracing rules 

. from the left,, i.e. antecedent, side to the right, i.e. consequent side. This technique starts with 
the data input by the Liser. The data is then matched with antecedents in each of the rules to 
determin~ the applicability of the . rule. Backward Chaining, also known as the goal driven or 

- 'top down' approach, proceeds by tracing rules from the right, i.e. consequent, side to left, i.e. 
antecedent, side. Rules are searched for that which has consequence, which support the 
antecedent in the hypothesised conclusion. The method used in the inference engine is a 
combination of the forward chaining and the backward chaining. Initially, forward chaining is 
used to ensure t,hat. the data t~aced the rules. In the backward chaining mode, the goal or 
solution to the probiem is obtained. . ' .. ' 
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User Interface· 

The hierarchical object-oriented knowledge base design facilitates · the development of the 

user interface in the form of a dialog session.The information about the customer symptoms 

and equipment can be obtained through dialog sessions or session windows as shown in 

Figures 3 - 8. Session windows are designed to facilitate users of the programme to obtain all 

functions of the programme in a logical manner. 

Figure 3. Main Program Menu · Figure 4. Equipment Dialog :Session . 

For example, the dialog session shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 obtain the data about. the 

disturbance symptoms and the type. of equipment present in that location, respectively. The 

equipment slot pinpoints the voltage problems further according to wheth~rit is the power, 

load or auxiliary equipment. 

User Input to me programme is facilitated by point-and-cli~k options Pr!?:vided by the ,graphical 

user interface; design pf the programme in th~. PC/Windows envi.rorm~nt. ... Expe~. help is 

available from the online user's manual. 
' . . _, .. , 

OR.._.._11._.._~ 
CFicleril'll....ot_ligMs 
C Nolol_ ...... 
C TV_piet ... _.__daange 
Ci o ..... _..,_cmipu1w_c:scub 
O R~efficMICf_of_-otar 

Figure 5. Symptom Dialog Session Figure 6. Disturbance Dialog Session 
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Figure 7. Cause Dialog Session Figure 8. Solution Dialog Session 

'EXAMPLE APPLICATION 

The developed expert system is illustrated by an example in which the system begins with the 
main programme module as1shown in Figore 3.This module pr6vides the user with the initial 
prompt and additional help that may·; be required by an ine~pe'riencad user. The analysis 
begins with the display of the equipment dialog session as shown in Figure 4. The user is 
given a choice of equipment from which to make a selection. In this case, the selection is Load 
Equipment. The user then clicks on the Analysis button and the ·symptom dialog session is 
displayed as shown fn Fig~re 5. This session provides'. the possible voltage disturbance symptom 
that may effect the load equipment. In this case, the symptom is computer data: error. The 
analysis button is checked again to display the disturbance dialog session as shown in Figure 6. 
The possible disturbance that may cause computer data error on the customer load equipment 
will be displayed. In this example, the disturbance voltage sag is selected. Consequently, the 
cause dialog session as shown in Figure 7 is displayed to show the possible cause of voltage 
sag. Here, the cause overload wiring is chosen. By clicking on the button solution, the solution 

_ dialog session as shown in Figure 8 is displayed to give recommendation on the voltage sag 
problem. 

CONCLUSION 

The use of knowledge based artificial intelligence system has proved itself to be a useful tool for 
analysing power quality problems related to voltage disturbances. An expert system for analysing 
voltage disturbance has been developed using object-oriented programming principles and the 
expert system shell Kappa-PC. The expert system diagnoses and identifies the most significant 
voltage disturbances and offers practical solutions to solving the voltage problems. The developed 
system is applicable for use as customer education related to power quality. 
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